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“Sure enough, Qianqiu is the one who will accompany me all my life!”

Xiao Feng’s mood improved a lot.

Next, introduce Gong Qianqiu to Master and the others.

Don’t worry anymore.

Xiao Feng was all excited, and even hummed a little tune.

“Huh? Xiao Feng, what’s wrong with you?”
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Phoenix always felt strange when she saw Xiao Feng’s appearance.

Some time ago, he was dying.

As a result, it has become so exciting now?

What the hell is going on here?
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“Anything to be happy about? Share it…”

Phoenix smiled.

Xiao Feng was about to say it, but when he thought that he had to protect Gong
Qianqiu for the time being.

He resisted abruptly: “Forget it, you’ll know about it later! I’ll share this good
news with you right away!”

https://t.me/theamazingsoninlaw


Phoenix thought carefully, and asked subconsciously, “Could it be that the
woman from Zhen Mosi accepted you?”

Xiao Feng never thought that Phoenix guessed so accurately.

Guessed it right away.

Seeing Xiao Feng’s appearance, Phoenix knew that he had guessed correctly.

“Tell me about it specifically, don’t try to lie to me, I’m sure I guessed right…”
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Phoenix said with certainty.

Xiao Feng was helpless and could only explain: “Actually, it’s not like acceptance!
It’s just that he ignored me before, but now he suddenly ignores me! I’m naturally
happy…”

There was a hint of suspicion on Phoenix’s face: “You shouldn’t be deceived by
others, right? It always feels like you are hiding something?”

“I feel that your emotions have been controlled by others recently! Look at
yourself! Some time ago, people ignored you. You are not a ghost or a ghost!
Now people care about you, look at how happy you are ?”

“Your emotions have been controlled by others. It’s too easy for people to pinch
you! I’m afraid that you will be used by others…”

Phoenix looked at Xiao Feng with a puzzled expression.

Before, she thought that the other party rejected Xiao Feng and was unwilling to
accept him.

But Xiao Feng said this just now.

She always felt that things were not so simple.

Xiao Feng is afraid that he has a story with Gong Qianqiu.

Absolutely complicated.

Xiao Feng must have concealed a lot.

Just said that too.



Xiao Feng was immediately angry when he heard that Phoenix doubted that
Gong Qianqiu was in control of him.

“Phoenix, don’t talk nonsense, it’s impossible! And I also have my own judgment,
I’m not a three-year-old child!”

“I hope that things like this don’t happen again in the future. I’ll be unhappy! And
don’t stare at me anymore. If it doesn’t work, I’ll go to the master and tell me.”

Xiao Feng left after leaving a sentence.

Now he is not afraid of Phoenix’s doubts.

According to Gong Qianqiu, he will be able to meet the master soon.

It was time to be fearless.

After Xiao Feng left, Phoenix’s suspicion deepened.

This is definitely problematic.

Phoenix won’t stop.

She’s about to start checking.

Directly check the experience of Xiao Feng and Gong Qianqiu.

Xiao Feng didn’t take this matter to heart at all.

To be able to control Xiao Feng’s mood like this, this woman is too powerful.

Whether she has bad intentions or not.

Xiao Feng is on the unfavorable side.

If people are tempted, the trouble will be big.

And according to Xiao Feng, he must have been in contact with this woman for a
long time.

I don’t know how many stories there are.

Before contacting Xiao Feng, the message was spread out many times, and then
something happened.

This is definitely problematic…

Phoenix will not tell Levi Garrison for the time being.



But she will keep checking.

She will tell when she finds evidence.

Of course, Gong Qianqiu doesn’t matter, it doesn’t matter if she finds out her
identity.

Anyway, she is no longer afraid of Levi Garrison.

Even to kill Levi Garrison.

On the other side, Zhen Mosi and Tianshi Mansion have already met each other.

But when the two sides engaged in a super battle.

Levi Garrison appeared.

“Stop for me!!!”

Levi Garrison exploded and left the battlefield directly!

This is what no one thought of!

Tianshifu was stunned.

Zhen Mosi is also stunned!

“What? Levi Garrison?”

When Dugu Tuo and the first lady saw Levi Garrison.

Immediately dumbfounded.

Their plan is about to go.

The result is a saboteur!

They are all about to pull out the Xuanming alien race.

When the two sides fight to the last moment, the Xuanming aliens will come out
to harvest!

There is absolutely nothing wrong with their plans.

Before the Xuanming aliens are exposed, the Tianshi Mansion and the Zhenmo
Division must be taken down directly.



Come by surprise.

The start of this war is to satisfy their plan.

But just as the battle was about to begin, Levi Garrison came!

“Stop all of them! Stop fighting! All the idiots are still fighting here!”

“You were framed by someone! Someone is deliberately trying to sow discord!
The purpose is to make the two of you fight!”

“There is still a third-party force between you! I have already found out about it,
and this force is in the West Pavilion of Zhenmo Si! You have been provoked by
this force!”

“Some people in this force are rapidly becoming stronger, and now doing this
series of things is to delay time and divert attention…”

Levi Garrison immediately explained.

In fact, why doesn’t Dugu Tuo know about this?

He understands even more that the Xuanming Alien Race is the message released
by this powerful force.

This force is very strong.

So he had to fight a blitzkrieg and take down the Town Demon Division and the
Tianshi Mansion before that.

But Levi Garrison came.

His plan fell through.

Of course, Tianshifu knew that they were treated as chess pieces at first, and
they were wronged.

But people are knocking on the door.

They had no choice but to fight back!

“Fight! Keep fighting! Kill! All-out attack!”

Dugu Tuo didn’t want to be destroyed by Levi Garrison like this, and immediately
ordered the war to continue.

This battle must be fought.



“Kill! Brothers!”

The masters of Shentianjian immediately killed the opposite Tianshifu.

The celestial masters of Tianshifu also initiated the magic to start the war.

“roll!”

A terrifying force erupted from Levi Garrison.

He will directly kill the few Shentian Superintendent masters who are at the
forefront.

Everyone was terrified when they saw the blood mist explode.

They all stopped.

“All ears are deaf? Can’t you hear me? Are you courting death?”

Levi Garrison exuded a majestic aura that enveloped the audience.

Both sides couldn’t breathe.

Everyone felt the overwhelming pressure.

Even Dugu Tuo’s heart trembled and they dared not act rashly.

Annoyed Levi Garrison, no one has good fruit to eat.

“Let me see who dares to take a step forward? Kill Wushe!!!”

Levi Garrison warned.

“Whoever dares to move, I will kill whoever!”

“Give me a face today! Both of you leave! The grievance is written off! Does any
of you have an opinion?”

Levi Garrison asked.

The Tianshi Mansion was originally a disaster, and when they heard the truce,
they naturally had no opinion.

“But……”

Shen Tianjian, Dugu Tuo’s confidant of course has opinions.



“boom!”

As soon as he opened his mouth, he was immediately blown into a cloud of blood
by Levi Garrison!

He couldn’t address the comments made by these people.

But can solve the people who made the comments.

Both sides will be horrified.

“Okay, does anyone have any comments now?”

Levi Garrison asked.

silence!

Everyone was silent.

Dugu Tuo was unwilling to do so, but there was nothing he could do.

If he persists, Levi Garrison may have to unite with the Tianshi Mansion to deal
with him.

Then he would have no chance of winning.

“Okay, it’s all gone, let me know that you guys are still fighting, and whoever is
the first to fight, I’ll fight whoever!”

Levi Garrison shouted.

Soon, both sides dispersed one by one.

“You wait first!”

“This force is in the Demon Suppression Division, immediately find out who it is
for me…”

Levi Garrison stopped Dugu Tuo again.

“clear……”

Dugu Tuo can only be soft.
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